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On the Gram Determinant anil Linear Transtormations of Hilbert Space

l, Introd,uction. Recently Everitt proved two theorems concerning
inequalities for Gram determinants of Zz-integrable functions [2]. The first
of these teorems can be found - as the author remarks - in [l]'

Moppert generalized these inequalities in [3]. He replaced the partial map

by an arbitrary orthogonal projection of a Hilbert space. This was based on

the following remark: Let E, and E, be two measurable sets and Erc Er.

Let Lz(E) be the space of Lz-integrable functions in E;(i:1,2). The

space Lz(Dr) can then be considered as a subspace of Lz(Er). Let 9e, be

the characteristic function of the set Er. Then the map /-> 7n,f is an

orthogonal projection of the space Lz(Er) on the subspace L'(Dr).
fn the present paper a generabzation of the results of Everitt and

Moppert will be given. The projections are here replaced by arbitrary
bounded linear transformations. It is shown how the (generalized) Courant-
Hilbert inequality can be deduced as a consequence of (generalized) Everitt
inequality. A necessary and sufficient condition for equality in (generalized)

Courant-Hilbert inequality will be given and finally a simple »geometric»

interpretation is pointed out.

2. Tlr,e Gram determinunt. Let H be

of n and y is denoted by the symbol

lrl. The Gram determinant, of vectors

a Hilbert space 1). The inner product
(*, y) and the norm of vector n by

frLr. r . rfrn iS

(h,fr)...(x,
(rrrfrz)... (r,

(h , frt)
(fr, , frr)

,frn) i

G(*rrfrz,... ,fr,r)-

Obviously G(*,0) ,

any permutation of

vectors fr; are linearly

, frn)

(r* , rr) (frnrfrz)... (rnrr*)

G(rtrfrzr... rfrn), where 6 is
. . , %. It is easy to see that,
. . , frn) : 0 if and only if the

frr(z) " ,fro(n)) -numbers 1,2,.
and G(*, , frz , .

dependent.

1) The ssalars may be real or cornplex. We do not assume that H is separable.
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We denote the linear
L(yrrUzr.., ,Un).

Lei now frtrfrzr...

subspace generated by vectors Ut , Uz , . . . , Uk by

, frn be arbitrary vectors in H. We set

G(rt,frz,... ,frn) - G(rr2fr2 1... ,frn- r)l*lrl'.

G(*r,fr,r... ,frn) < G(rrrfrzr. ,frn-)lr*l',

r^: rlo -l *!.' ,

where ri' is the orthogonal projection ctf ro onthe space L(rr, r, , . . . nn_r).
In other words: (*l*,*r) -0, when i:1,2,...,h-1, and
rl^' e L1rr 2 fr2 1 . . ., frn_t). It is well-known that r| and rl^' are unique.
By bilinearity of the inner product and elementary properties of determi-
nants we have

Repeating in the same manner we set fra : nln + nL' (h : fi, - l,
n - 2 , . . . ,2), where iu' is the orthogonal projection of np on the
subspace L(r, , rr, . . . , fin-t), and we thus have

G(*r, 12, ., ., no) : lrrl'l*l' . . . l*:"1, .

If the vectors n; ora linearly independent we have r, * 0 and ri 4 O

(i : 2,. . .,tu) andthen G(rr, rr,. . .,fr.)) 0 .

3. Ineguali,ties. From (1) we get immediately the inequality

(1)

(2)

(3)

where equality holds if and only if one (or both) of the following conditions
is satisfied: 1) The vectors fr1 t fr2, . . . t fin_L are linearly dependent. 2)
r|: r* this condition being equivalent to lr^l : lr,l.

LeL T be a bounded linear transformation of 11. We consider ra

vectors fr1 1 fr2 t . . . , frn and from now on we assume always that the vectors
fi; are linearly independent. The vectors Trr, Trr, . , Tro may be
Iinearly independent, or not. We split the vector Tr" it tx'o orthogonal
components Trn - (Tr")' * (Tr^)", r,vhere (T*^)" is the orthogonal
projection of ?r, on the subspace L(?ur, , ?nn_r). Let n,: n: + t:'
as before. Tr^: Trn I Tr,' and Tr!.' e L(Trr, . . . , Tfrn_r). By the
minimal property of the normal vector (?r,)' we thus have

where the sign of equality holds if and only if (?r,)' : fsl.. Since
Tro: Tr" * Tri : (Tr^)' I (T*")" this condition is equivalent to
(?r^)" : Ti,' .

Then we have by (l), (2) and (3)
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G(Trr,... ,

5 GgfiL,. .

T**)- G(Tr1 ,...,Tfrn-r) l(T*,)'l'

) .. ., \rfrn, -\ 
G(rr''' " frn)

-t) G(*, , .. . , frn- t) '

We thus obtain the
Theorem 7: If the uectors n1 1 n2 7 . . . , nn are linearly inilepend,ent and, the

l,inear transformation T i,s bouniled, we haue the foll,owing i'nequali,ty

G(*r,... ,fro)
G(Tr1 ,... ,Tfrn) < lf PG(Tfr1 ,... ,Trn-r) /1(1) G(q,... ,frn- t)

where the equal,ity luol,il,s if and, onl,y if one (or both) of the foll,owi,ng cond'itions is
satisfied,: 1) The aectors Tr1 ,...,Tfro-, are l,'i,nearl,y d,epend,ent (in which

case botlt, siiles i,n (4) are : O)- 2) ?n:": (Tr^| and, lTr^l : lf M:"1.
By repeated use of (4) tve get first

G(rrr... ,frn)
G(Tru1 ,... ,Tfr,) < lf fG(T*r,... ,Trn-r)

and so on. Finally we have

G(r1 ,... rfrn-z)'

G(Trr, . . ., Tr,) I T fn-' 
t# 

G(*r, . . ., nn) .

Since G is symmetric we can replace the index I by any index i and we thus
have

(5) G(Trr, . . ., Tro) < lTl'*-',y::^'# G(*r., . . ., no) .

From this we get, immediately the less sharp inequality

(6) G(Trr,...,?rn)<1T1'"G1rr,...,nn).

4. Specialcases.Let T : P: orthogonalprojection,i.e. P2: P: P*.

lPrl: lrl if andonlyif Pr:r, thusthecondition2) intheorem lnow
reads: (Pr^)' : P*": rl". We assert that this condition is equivalent to
(Pr,)' : ri. Assume that the latter is the case. We have by (3): l(Pr")'l
a Vr"l < l*:"1 and hence l(Pr^)'l : )P*:"1 : ln"l, but this implies
(Pr^)' : P*": *".

We thus have the following result: When ? : P the inequality (a) has

the form

(7) G(Pr*
G(r1 ,... ,frn)

, Pr*-r) -@ * ;*__),
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where equality holds if and only if one (or both) of the following conditions
is satisfied: r) The vectors Pr1, . . . , Pfro_, are linear§ dependent. 2)
(Pr*)' : s!^.

The inequaliby (7) is due to Everitt and Moppert (cf. [2] and [3]).
When T : P the inequality (6) becomes

(8) G(Pxr,... ,P*n) < G(*r,... ,frn),

where equality holds (by inequality (5)) if and only if Pr;: s, (i : t,
2,...,n). This is the Courant-Hilbert inequality (cf. [1] pp. 107-108).

5. Inuesti,gation of inequality (6). Assume that l?l> 0, that is, ? is
not identically : 0. Then, by (5), a necessary condition for equality in (6)
is l7r;l :l?llnrl (i-- L,2,:..,n). We shall see that this condition is
also sufficient. For this purpose we first, prove the following

Lemma: Let r, , fi2 1 . . . , ro be linearly inilepend,ent uectors i,n the Hilbert
space H und,let T beabound,ed,lineartransfornuationof H a,nÅ, l7l > 0.
If lfal:lfll"tl$,:7,2,...,h), so T:lTlV, where V mapsthe
subspace L:L(h,n2,...,frn) isometri,cal,ly on the subspace f@).

Proof . Let' .E be the orthogonal projection of H on the subspace Z
and let r and y be in Z. We have

(ET*Tv, A) : (T*?r, Ey) : (T*Tr, A) : @, T*?y) : (Er, T*Ty)
: (r , ET*Ty) .

Thus the restriction (ET*T)L of transformation ET*T to the subspace Z
is self-adjoint (and completely continuous, the dimension of L being
finite). We have for r; (i:1,2,...,tu)
lT l, l*l' : lTn;)z : (T*;,?r;) : (T*Tri,ni) : (T*Tr;, Eu;) : (ET*Tui,ri)

! lilT*Tr;llr'l < IET*Tllu'|, l lT*llf l@,1, : lTlrlr,), .

It follows that there is equality everywhere in the above inequalities and
thus we have I Df*Tl : lf l" and IET*Tri, :'tET*Tll*1|1. As the trans-
formation (ET*?)L is self-adjoint and completely continuous this implies
(cf. f+l p. 229) that every vector r; is an eigenvector of (ET*?)L and
DT*Tu;: lTlzri. Since the vectors r; form a base of L it follows that
(ETxf)L: l?lzlL, where 1, denotes the identity mapping of Z.

Let now r arrd y be in Z. \Ve have

(Tr, Ty) : (T*Tr, A) : (T*Tr, EA) : (ET*Tv, A) : lTlr@, y) .

The restriction of the transformation 
ä * I thus maps .L isometri-

cally on the subspac e T(L). Q.E.D.
By this lemma we &re now able to prove the following
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Theorem 2z Let the oectors fr1 2 n2 2 . . . , nn he l,i,nearl,y inil,epend,ent anil,

l7l > 0. Then G(Trr,...,llxo):1ff"G1rr,...,nn) if and, onlg if
lTr;l : lfpl O : 1,2,...,%).

fAs already stated, the necessity follows from (5).
Buffiai,ency. By lemma we have T : lTlZ, where the restriction of 7

to L : L(rr, rr, . . ., fro) maps .t isometrically on T(L). Wo set again
n;: i; * *i', where r!' isbhe orthogonal projection of rr on the subspace
L(rr, *r,. . .,fri-r) $ : 2, . . .,tu). We have

G(Trr, . . ., Tro) : G(Tq, T*f, , . . ., Tr") : lT*rl,lTn;lz . . . lTn:l'
: lrr"@Llrl"il, . . . l"'"1, : lrr"G@L, n;, . . ., n:)

:lTf"G(q,n2,...,nn).
The proof is thus completed.

6. A remo,rlc. The above lemma may have some interest in itself. Let e.g.
A be a contraction of n-dirnensional (n is finite) linear space -8", that is,

lArl< lrl for e.uety ne R.lf lhen lAal:lnil$:I,2,...,n) and
the vectors fii ofia linearly independent, so, by lemma, A is a unitary
transformation of -8".

7. A »geometric» interpretation, The determinant

G(*r,...,rn\Ut,...,U*): det (ri,y*) (l < i,k < n)

defines an inner product in the z-th exterior power of I/ (cf. [5] p. 20).
The above considerations c&n be properly interpreted in terms of exterior
powers of linear transformations. Thus, for example, the exterior power of
an orthogonal projection is an orthogonal projection (in the metric defined
by the determinant G, cf. [5] p. 36). Interpreted in this way, the Courant-
Hilbert inequality (8) states only the simple fact that the norm of any ortho-
gonal projection of a vector is at most equal to the norm ofthe vector.
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